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whether particulate matter in the atmosphere causes 
cooling or heating. Thus Bryson's views are untenable 

" hen on his home ground. 
... . 

""" Even the New York Times, trying to give some 
·�emblance of objectivity to its scare-tactic article, had to 
admit that: "Specialists in the Department of Agricul
ture ... believe that weather is a random variable, 
obeying no regular cyclic pattern over the years e"xcept, 
of course, the seasons ... The more likely pattern for any 
year ... is one in which some areas of the world have good 
weather for crops while other areas do not ... Others in 
the department also argue that modern agricultural 
technology a'nd irrigation are capable of mitigating the 
effects of drought in the U.S." 

Bryson: Nazi Scientist 

Bryson's Climate-Food project at Wisconsin does 
research into the relationship between climate and food 
production under the guidance of the Interdepartmental 
Committee for Atmospheric Sciences (lCAS) in 
Washington, D.C. An interagency body, ICAS has 
extensive responsibilities in weather modification which 
include programs for the National Science Foundation 

and the Departments of Defense and Agriculture. 
Bryson has applied to the National Science Foundation 
for a 54.8 million contract for the next five years, and he 
submitted a proposal earlier this year to the Department 
of Defense's Advanced Research Projects Agency for 
funds. 

Bryson, the dust-gatherer whom Fortune magazine 
hails as a "bold forecaster," is in reality a Nazi scientist, 
serving the needs of future fascist planning. Identifying 
and mapping new regions for looting and possible short
term weather-modification. Bryson's work dovetails with 
Rockefeller's slave labor redevelopment plans. For 
example, the new rainfall patterns "predicted" by 
Bryson would cause such regions as the Northern Sahara 
and the Iranian plateau to "prosper" - both key areas 
in Rockefeller's investment plans. 

According to the University of Wisconsin's Daily 
Cardinal July 26, "Bryson ensures that his results will be 

used by personally briefing government officials." As the 
economy plummets, the choice will become starkly clear 
for the working class: Accept the phony results of Rocke
feller-promoted pseudo-scientists !ike Bryson or organize 
with the Labor Committees for expanded production and 
the brute-force development of nIJclear fusion power. 

Sadat: Make War, Not Bankruptcies 

Aug. 27 (IPS) - Egyptian President Anwar el Sadat 
revealed yesterday the actual reason for last October's 
Middle East war. Nothing military or ideological- it 
was merely the simplest way for near-bankrupt Egypt to 
get hold of some much-needed cash. 

A leading West German paper, the Frankfurter 

Rundschau, reported on Sadat's revelations today. The 
Egyptian president, speaking before a student audience 
in Cairo, said, "If we had not gone to war, it is possible 
that we would not have been able to provide our people 
with their daily pread thiS year." He noted that six day� 
before the beginning of the war he went before his 
n�tional security council to point out that, in view of the 

country's catastrophic economic situation, there was 
only one way out: war against Israel. 

The Rundschau remarks that Sadat was right, for the 
war certainly paid off. It brought Egypt something like 
5SO million in aid from Arab and certain non-Arab 
countries. Further, the war's outcome has "improved" 
the domestic political situation in Egypt and, in the 
Runcschau's words, "now its economy is beginning to 
bloom." 

It seems that the World Bank, U.S. foreign aid 
conduits, and other Rockefeller financial institutions 
eschewed handouts to a broke and desperate Egypt in 
order to encourage this interesting form of self-help. 
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